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Astrological Summary 
 

Chart Point Positions: Carter Jimmy 
 

Planet Sign Position House  Comment 
The Moon Scorpio 13°Sc47' 1st   
The Sun Libra 8°Li03' 12th   
Mercury Virgo 21°Vi11' 11th   
Venus Leo 23°Le19' 10th   
Mars Aquarius 25°Aq53' 4th   
Jupiter Sagittarius 14°Sg25' 2nd   
Saturn Scorpio 1°Sc54' 1st   
Uranus Pisces 18°Pi47' 5th   
Neptune Leo 21°Le47' 10th   
Pluto Cancer 13°Cn31' 9th   
Chiron Aries 23°Ar01' 6th   
The North Node Leo 22°Le00' 10th   
The South Node Aquarius 22°Aq00' 4th   
The Ascendant Libra 26°Li05' 1st   
The Midheaven Cancer 28°Cn27' 10th   

 
 
Chart Point Aspects 
 

Planet Aspect Planet Orb App/Sep 
The Moon Semisextile Jupiter 0°38' Applying 
The Moon Trine Uranus 4°59' Applying 
The Moon Trine Pluto 0°16' Separating 
The Sun Semisquare Venus 0°16' Separating 
The Sun Sesquisquare Mars 2°49' Applying 
The Sun Semisquare Neptune 1°16' Separating 
The Sun Square Pluto 5°27' Applying 
The Sun Semisquare The North Node 1°02' Separating 
The Sun Sesquisquare The South Node 1°02' Separating 
The Sun Quintile The Midheaven 2°24' Applying 
Mercury Semisextile Venus 2°08' Applying 
Mercury Square Jupiter 6°45' Separating 
Mercury Opposition Uranus 2°23' Separating 
Mercury Semisextile Neptune 0°35' Applying 
Mercury Quincunx Chiron 1°49' Applying 
Mercury Semisextile The North Node 0°49' Applying 
Mercury Quincunx The South Node 0°49' Applying 
Venus Opposition Mars 2°33' Applying 
Venus Conjunction Neptune 1°32' Separating 
Venus Trine Chiron 0°18' Separating 
Venus Conjunction The North Node 1°18' Separating 
Venus Opposition The South Node 1°18' Separating 
Venus Sextile The Ascendant 2°45' Applying 
Mars Quintile Jupiter 0°32' Separating 
Mars Trine Saturn 6°01' Applying 
Mars Opposition Neptune 4°05' Separating 
Mars Sesquisquare Pluto 2°38' Applying 
Mars Sextile Chiron 2°51' Separating 



Mars Opposition The North Node 3°52' Separating 
Mars Conjunction The South Node 3°52' Separating 
Mars Trine The Ascendant 0°12' Applying 
Mars Quincunx The Midheaven 2°34' Applying 
Jupiter Semisquare Saturn 2°29' Applying 
Jupiter Square Uranus 4°21' Applying 
Jupiter Trine Neptune 7°21' Applying 
Jupiter Quincunx Pluto 0°54' Separating 
Jupiter Trine The North Node 7°35' Applying 
Jupiter Sesquisquare The Midheaven 0°57' Separating 
Saturn Sesquisquare Uranus 1°52' Applying 
Saturn Quintile Neptune 1°52' Applying 
Saturn Opposition Chiron 8°53' Separating 
Saturn Quintile The North Node 2°06' Applying 
Saturn Conjunction The Ascendant 5°49' Separating 
Saturn Square The Midheaven 3°26' Separating 
Uranus Quincunx Neptune 2°59' Separating 
Uranus Trine Pluto 5°15' Applying 
Uranus BiQuintile The Ascendant 1°18' Separating 
Neptune Trine Chiron 1°14' Applying 
Neptune Conjunction The North Node 0°13' Applying 
Neptune Opposition The South Node 0°13' Applying 
Neptune Sextile The Ascendant 4°18' Applying 
Pluto BiQuintile The South Node 2°29' Applying 
Chiron Trine The North Node 1°00' Separating 
Chiron Sextile The South Node 1°00' Separating 
Chiron Opposition The Ascendant 3°04' Separating 
Chiron Square The Midheaven 5°26' Separating 
The North Node Sextile The Ascendant 4°04' Separating 
The South Node Trine The Ascendant 4°04' Separating 
The Ascendant Square The Midheaven 2°22' Separating 

 



Introduction 
 

 
 

Some people call them Angels, others call them guardian spirits, and still others use the name daimon, djinn, or 
demon (for a fallen Angel). Some Angels appear with wings; others have the form of a lion or other bird or beast. 
According to many sources, there are nine or ten orders of Angels. The most common are these: Seraphim, 
Cherubim, Thrones, Dominions, Virtues, Powers, Principalities, ArchAngels, and Angels. Some lists include 
Hosts. Angels are sometimes called Watchers and Holy Ones. 
 
You may recognize a church hymn that begins: 
 

"Ye Watchers and ye Holy Ones,  
Bright Seraphs, Cherubim and Thrones,  

Sing their praises!  
Alleluia!" 

 
Or these lines from Shakespeare's Hamlet: 
 

"Angels and ministers of grace defend us!" (Act I, scene 4)  
"And flights of Angels sing thee to thy rest!" (Act V, scene 2) 

 
You don't have to practice any particular religion, or any religion at all, to establish a relationship with your 
guardian spirits. Calling upon Angels is as simple as this:  
1. First you recognize that Angels exist.  
2. Then you identify an Angelic spirit or energy for which you feel an affinity.  
3. Then you praise that Angel, as you would praise the Lord, the Virgin, or any object of your prayers.  
4. Only then do you ask for help.  
5. Give thanks for whatever help comes.  
6. Finally, watch for signs that your call has been answered. 
 
While the Bible only names three Angels (Gabriel, Michael and Raphael), plenty of Angels are mentioned (the 
word Angel or its derivatives is used about 300 times in the Bible). Other sources list the names of hundreds of 
Angels, along with their natures and their responsibilities. Many holy books tell us that Angels are appointed to 
watch over us, and our literature and entertainment are filled with examples of Angelic presence. 
 
This interpretation focuses on the Angels that are most prominent in your life. You will learn who they are, what 
they govern, what they can do for you, and how they work together. You will also learn ways to become more 
aware of them - ways to tune in to their protection and their messages. We each have at least one Angel or 



daimon who is always with us, who never deserts us, and who offers constant creative inspiration, if we only will 
listen. Today you can learn more about how to listen to your unique set of Angelic guides. 
 
As you read this interpretation, you will again and again find indications of specific ways to call upon Angels 
quickly and safely through prayer and meditation. I have called these activities meditations, but I personally also 
see these as prayers and I have included affirmations - short positive statements of personal intention - for your 
use. As you practice working with your Angels, you will become adept at contacting them in an instant when you 
most need their support and help. Since they are always around you, calling Angels is never a difficult 
accomplishment. However, you may not have any experience at calling Angels! Now, as you read and gain some 
understanding through this report, you can tune in directly to specific Angels for specific aid. 
 
The hallmarks of true Angelic presence are these:  
1. The messages are always loving, positive and clear.  
2. Angelic messages and support leave you feeling confident, and certain.  
3. Angels are not summoned, they are sent. Yet through visualization and meditation, you can become aware of 
their eternal dwelling in and around you. 
 
In keeping with the qualities of Angels, I encourage you to listen to your Angels. Call upon them for guidance, 
but do not intentionally summon them. Instead, allow them to enter your presence by meditating on an Angelic 
image, wrapping yourself in the feeling of well-being and safety that you have experienced in the past, and 
patiently allowing yourself to fill with Angelic peace. 



Angels of the Cardinal Directions 
 

 
 

The Angels of the directions may show up in your interpretation later in this report. If they do, by reading this 
section you will be able to recognize their power. If not, you can refer to this report and consider these four 
possibilities in your life when you travel in their direction, when you are planning a garden, or when you walk 
outdoors. 
 

East - Michael 
 

The American Indians associate the eagle with the East Wind. The eagle has remarkable vision and can see 
things in perspective, as well as identify tiny objects on the ground far below. The East is related to the human 
kingdom, and the eastern wind brings spiritual considerations into your mind. It is in your nature to determine 
what you do with any gift, any task, or any burden you have been given. The Angel of the East can help you 
seek the higher spiritual meanings of everything you experience. 
 
Through meditation, you can cultivate choices in any situation. In meditation, allow your mind to seek three 
possibilities. Some of the choices may seem weak or unacceptable to you, but they are still choices. Initially you 
may have simply said no to such an option. Some of the choices may seem strong for one reason or another. 
Michael can help you determine which choice is the best for you to follow. Occasionally you will find that your 
meditation leads you back to the choice you initially refused. What seemed unacceptable at first sometimes turns 
out to be the best path after all. 
 
If you feel drawn to the Angel Michael, you may want to incorporate an early morning ritual into your daily life. 
Stand with your face to the sun to gather in energy for your day's activities. This is effective even before the sun 
rises. 
 

North - Uriel 
 

The buffalo is the animal the American Indians associated with the North Wind. Buffalo medicine was among the 
most power resources the Indians had, just as the buffalo was their primary source of food, warmth, and 
everything they needed. The North, then, is associated with material sustenance. The power of the North lies in 
receiving that which we need. To cultivate the capacity to receive, we need to cultivate the mind. 
 
Through meditation, you can cultivate your mind by developing flexible mental boundaries. The mind can take 
you wherever you wish to go. Through meditation, you can learn to identify the meaning behind simple facts, 
and the application of the principles of love to each fact you discover. In addition, the North is associated with 
the quiet, even dormant quality of mind. You may also develop some skill in allowing your mind to rest quietly, 



so that insight may arise. 
 
If you feel drawn to the Angel Uriel, you may want to incorporate prayers or acts of thanksgiving into your daily 
life. By recognizing the bounty in your life, you also enhance it. 
 

West - Gabriel 
 

The American Indians associated the grizzly bear with the West Wind. This strongest of all bears represents 
Gabriel, a very powerful Angel. The power of the west lies in teaching you about self-sufficiency. The power of 
the grizzly is to teach patience. This animal seldom hurries for anything. 
 
The West relates to the mineral kingdom. Through your meditation, you may learn the value of certain gems and 
minerals to heal mental or physical ills. Each gem has existed long before you thought of embarking on your 
present physical existence. According to Kenneth Meadows in Earth Medicine, the senses can be developed 
through the use of peridot (vision), onyx (hearing), carnelian (touch), topaz (taste), and jasper (smell). 
 
If you feel drawn to the Angel Gabriel, you may want to end each day with a few minutes of meditation in which 
you consider the activities of the day, and seek guidance through dreams. 
 

South - Raphael 
 

The animal the American Indians associated with the South Wind was the mouse. This tiny creature has profound 
wisdom all its own. The mouse perceives the world on a very small scale. This animal reflects your capacity to 
relate to things and people by getting closer to them - close enough to touch. Often we engage emotional feelings 
when we are close enough to physically touch another person. 
 
Raphael can aid you in your meditation by bringing you more in touch with your own body, and with your 
immediate surroundings. The South Wind emphasizes self-awareness as a foundation for giving to others. Out 
of self-awareness comes compassion for others. As you cultivate self-awareness, you also begin to trust the 
Universe to provide whatever you need to become that compassionate being you glimpse in your meditation. 
 
If you feel drawn to the Angel Raphael, you may want to incorporate an activity into your daily life that you do 
just for yourself. For example, daily bathing offers a private time to allow healing energy to wash over your body. 



Your Most Powerful Angelic Connections 
 

 
 

Neptune 
The planet Neptune, by its sign, house placement, and aspects, reveals the Angels that most strongly support 
and influence your life. You always have Angels around you, and you may have identified specific Angels from 
time to time throughout your life. Some of the Angels mentioned in this report have familiar names, some have 
unfamiliar names, and there are many Angels without names. You may find that the familiar Angels seem to 
have more power. This is because they have been invoked many times by many people, and therefore they have 
more apparent power. Your personal Angels, even if they have no names, are powerful to you, and they help 
you focus your individual energy more effectively. 
 

Neptune is in Leo 
With Neptune in Leo, you are part of an entire generation of people who share in the influence of the Angel 
Verchiel. 
 
As a ruler of the order of Powers, Verchiel can instill you with a sense of your own personal power. You gain 
courage, and you also gain the capacity to understand and occasionally work miracles. Certainly, you can work 
miracles on the emotional and mental plane by helping others to find their own strength and courage. In this 
sense you gain the capacity for leadership from Verchiel. 
 
Although sources differ, the power of this Angel is often associated with the green healing energy of the heart 
chakra, and with the emerald gem. 
 
The Angel Verchiel is also empowered to bring light into your life. He can cast light on dark places within your 
heart, and he can light up your surroundings to help you see the truth behind obscure speech and actions. 
 
Meditation for Verchiel  
Meditation requires focus and practice in order to become familiar and easy to do. Yet it requires nothing that 
you do not already have in the way of clothing, equipment, or mental faculties. 
 
1. Wear loose clothing that will keep you warm or cool, depending on the season and conditions. 
 
2. Sit and cross your legs. You may want to use a small pillow to raise your seat and ease the pressure on your 
ankles. If this posture is not comfortable, you can also sit in a chair that allows you to keep your back erect. 
 
3. Place your hands on your thighs so that your upper arms are vertical and the position feels relaxed. You can 
adjust your hand position as needed. 



 
4. Gaze at the floor about six to eight feet in front of you so that your eyes are open, looking slightly downward. 
 
5. Breathe in and out slowly. Follow your breath as it goes out, and feel it as you inhale. Allow yourself to notice 
any sensations in your body, and any sounds in your environment. Do this for a minute or two. 
 
6. Notice when you have a thought cross your mind. Regardless of the thought or how silly it seems, associate 
the thought with compassionate feelings. 
 
7. For each thought that arises in your awareness, associate the thought with your feelings of compassion. 
 
8. Do this for ten minutes or longer, if you have time. 
 
Sometimes you will have many thoughts arising, and other times you may find that the same thought or the same 
face or the same object comes into your awareness again and again. Notice how it feels different to associate 
compassion with people you love or dislike, objects you own or which you owned, and actions you have taken 
or wish to take. Sometimes you may feel silly doing this meditation, and other times you will be moved to tears. 
 
Compassion begins with yourself. Compassion regarding your own thoughts is the first step toward compassion 
for others. The idea here is that there is no goal of your compassion. You learn to simply express it freely and 
easily, pretty much all the time. 
 

Neptune is in the 3rd Decanate in Leo 
Corvus - Ambition  
Corvus, the Crow constellation, represents the ambitious goals of the third decanate of Leo. There is a bit of 
danger: you risk allowing ambition to take over yours thought altogether. The prize reflected in the third decanate 
of Leo is obtained through harnessing your ambition in the pursuit of intellectual excellence. The idea is for you 
to work consciously with your ambitions, fulfilling the highest potential through the application of intellectual effort. 
Angels support you with calm and peace to moderate the rush of excitement that comes when ambition takes 
over your judgment. 
 
Affirmation  
I choose the direction of my personal growth. 
 

Neptune is in the 10th House 
With Neptune in the Tenth House, your Angelic focus is on contemplation of the supernatural. You relish 
opportunities to connect with the magic and wonder of your environment and the Universe. In fact, it is through 
this kind of activity that you can flourish in your career or life's mission. 
 
Your capacity for meditation provides a way for you to dig deeply into spiritual or other problems. By calming 
your mind and body, you are better able to open to the extraordinary power of your Angels. You, more than most 
people, benefit from regular meditation. 
 
A weakness, if there is one, is the potential for lying or illegal activities. You are driven to achieve highly idealized 
goals, and you could succumb to the temptation to use nefarious means to achieve them. Although such methods 
might seem to work for a while, you will soon find that you have caused more trouble than you bargained for. 
Your Angels help you to stay on the path of personal integrity, and to avoid the problems that come with illegal 
activities. 
 
As you cultivate Angelic presence, you may achieve strange objectives almost miraculously. You have the 
imagination to come up with many creative solutions to the problems you encounter, and your Angels steer you 
toward the best solutions. 
 
The possibility for you to develop psychic and intuitive skills is great. You have a keen interest in the mystical 



side of religion and could make a study of the mystical practices of several religions. You may study Masonic 
ritual, esoteric disciplines, or martial arts like Aikido that incorporate meditation and healing in their disciplines. 
 
The artist Leonardo da Vinci and esotericist Alice A Bailey had Neptune in the Tenth House. 



Angels in Your Daily Life 
 

 
 

The Ascendant 
The Ascendant in your chart is the sign rising in the East at the time of your birth. As such it also reflects the way 
your personality rises new and refreshed to greet each day. The Angel of the Ascendant also rises each day to 
assist you in renewing your personality and your personal resolve. 
 

The Ascendant is in Libra 
With the Ascendant in Libra, you gain strength from the Angel Uriel who alleviates destructive desires. The 
quality that shines forth freely in your personality is affection. You genuinely love other people, and you desire 
companionship. Your style of partnership is rich in the appearance of cooperation and sympathy, and not so 
deep in the powerful energy of sexuality, although that is definitely a component. You attract people to yourself 
magnetically. 
 
Uriel, the Angel of your rising sign, seeks to establish or re-establish balance in your life. At times you may feel 
that your Angels are pushing you very hard, even punishing you, yet they are always on your side, seeking the 
best for you. 
 
You are attracted to perfume, clothing, and decorating. These ordinary facets of your personality combine with 
diplomacy to make you a great host or hostess. You always seem to know what to say or do to make other 
people feel at home and comfortable. 
 
If you are interested, you have an affinity for politics and could go far in this field. Your natural charm and good 
looks make it easy for you to convince people to vote with you. Uriel will keep you on the straight and narrow 
path, so don't even think about making any dirty deals along the way! The price will be too high. 
 
Meditation on the Air Element  
Actually a group of Angels, the Cherubim provide knowledge in the form of facts combined with logical thinking. 
Whether you develop this knowledge into wisdom through your own acts is a personal matter. The Cherubim 
have the advantage of being able to see in all four directions at once, just as the eagle can see in all directions 
when it flies high in the air. When you call upon the Cherubim, you are asking to perceive many sides of any 
question or situation, and you will not be disappointed. 
 
Often depicted as infants or young children, the Cherubim bring tremendous joy to the experience of learning. 
You may find that when you call upon them, you are turned in a new direction, one you have not considered, yet 
one that becomes a very significant path for a portion of your life. 



 
When you call upon the Cherubim, you may brush against the holiness that pervades the universe. They not 
only bring truth, but a sense of reverence for it. 
 
One way to cultivate the power of cherubs is to meditate on the qualities of smoke. You can imagine yourself 
floating up with the smoke form incense or a fire, and spreading yourself out on the smoke as it drifts. In this way 
you gain the broadest possible perspective, and you can see everything that is happening below, with the keen 
eye of the eagle. 
 

The Midheaven 
The Midheaven in your chart is associated with an Angel who helps you understand yourself, and who is 
activated at specific times to bring the necessary understanding at moments of great transition or transformation. 
 

The Midheaven is in Cancer 
With the Midheaven in Cancer, you make your mark on the world with the aid of the Angel Muriel who provides 
support in difficult times. You know that you are a planner. Like water chooses the most direct path downhill, you 
choose and design your own path through life. In the process, you nurture yourself and others. You also see in 
yourself the capacity for consideration of others. You understand the importance of feelings and you respect the 
feelings of the people you meet. 
 
Because of your own impressionability, you perceive the thoughts and feelings of people around you. You build 
a shell to protect yourself so that the ebb and flow of emotional energy will not tear you apart. You continue to 
be affected by energies in your environment, but you have a container for your own feelings. You can be 
persuaded, but not easily changed. 
 
How do you personally perceive signs that your prayers have been answered, or that your Angels have heard 
you? When you pick yourself up after difficult events, you know that you have been supported and protected. 
Like the crab that can grow a new claw, you find that you can re-establish yourself on solid footing. 
 
Another way you perceive your Angels at work is through your capacity to respond to life. You can also choose 
not to respond, remaining self-contained and apparently uncaring. To counteract the risk of becoming too rigid 
and isolated, your Angels help you to find emotional and intellectual release of energies before they build up to 
the boiling point. The combination of the Cancer Midheaven and the Angelic energies of Muriel is indicative of 
careers involving some form of nurturing, such as restaurant work, counseling, or independent sales of any 
product designed for general consumption by the public. 
 
Meditation for The Midheaven  
1. Sit or kneel in a comfortable posture, back erect. 
 
2. Begin by breathing in and out, settling into your posture and gazing slightly downward. 
 
3. As you breathe, allow awareness of your future goals to fill your mind. 
 
4. Develop a rich, vibrant feeling of what achieving the goal will look like, feel like, and sound like. Consider all 
your senses as you build awareness. 
 
5. As you do this meditation, notice how your attitude toward your goal may shift or become even more defined. 
 
6. Do this meditation for a few minutes. 
 
7. When you are finished, write about your impressions for future reference. 
 

The Midheaven is in the 3rd Decanate in Cancer 
As you experience both the water sign Cancer and the fire sign Leo, you know you sometimes experience a 



drying up of emotions. If you grasp at material things to assuage your lack of feelings, you fail to appreciate what 
you already have. Angelic presence allows you to appreciate both material things and associations with other 
people more fully. 
 

Neptune is the Ruler of the 5th House 
As you cultivate your personal Angels, you discover that your capacity for creativity expands beyond anything 
you previously imagined. The full range of creation, recreation, and procreation presents itself to you. If you have 
come up short in one of these areas, the other two can fill your life with joy and excitement. 
 
You also find that you become more self-reliant when your Angels are perceived to be active in your life. Where 
you once may have hesitated to take action, now you choose your direction with greater confidence and self-
possession. You especially enjoy the phase of a project in which you begin to see the end results taking form. 
Of course, you have to make a beginning and do the intermediate work before you can approach a point of 
completion, and your Angels help you at every stage. 
 
Pisces is a water sign. Your meditation can be aided by placing one or more containers of water around you. 
Often you can relax your mind while bathing, as the movement of water helps to stir your creative energies. The 
watery movement, combined with chanting, reading, or simply thinking about a mantra, can help you to discard 
old ideas and feelings. You may see through apparent reality to a subtler level of creativity in this way. 
 

The Sun 
The Sun is the center of our solar system, and symbolizes the spiritual center of your being. It reflects your 
individuality as you express it in this lifetime, and it also expresses your spiritual potential for this lifetime. The 
Angel closely associated with your Sun sign can help you to be the best, happiest person possible. 
 

The Sun is in Libra 
With the Sun in Libra, you gain strength from the Angel Uriel who allievates destructive desires. Balance and 
equilibrium are the heart of your Sun sign. You know that while balance is a desired outcome in your activities, 
you do not arrive at equilibrium without effort, and the effort itself is not totally balanced. Yet through social 
manner, artistic talent and appreciation, and the capacity to adapt, you are able to restore balance in most 
situations. 
 
Uriel aids you in your pursuit of harmony by creating space in which you can rest your mind and regroup for the 
next task. Out of the balance you create in your life comes the urge to take another step along your spiritual 
path. Here you bring your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual desires and aspirations into truer balance. 
 
As your whole system comes into balance, you find that your expression, whether verbal, artistic, or physical, 
more closely reflects your feelings and your spiritual values. You also find that you can mediate between parties 
in a disagreement without letting your own opinions enter the conflict. 



Interacting With Angels 
 

 
 

While you are going about your daily activities, the Angels around you are interacting according to your unique 
personality, desires, and needs. Imagine that you are on stage, acting out your role in life. Behind the scenes 
your personal Angels are arranging what you need, discussing how you feel, and possibly even debating the 
best way to help you. You don't have to worry about their actions because they continue to act in your best 
interests even when you are unaware. The following aspects indicate how your personal Angels work for you 
throughout your life. If you have no aspects to Neptune, that circumstance is also discussed. As you work with 
your Angels, you will become more and more aware of these themes and what they mean for you. 
 

Venus is Conjunct Neptune 
With Venus Conjunct Neptune, you experience a profound interaction between Aniel and Tamiel. Aniel is the 
Angel Guardian of sexuality, and Tamiel governs your unconscious energies and your dreams. Together they 
form a powerful channel for all creative energy, and sexuality is one of the most potent of these. 
 
You probably have experienced the longing for love. You wish to experience love from family, friends, and 
romantic partners. Aniel and Tamiel team up to provide all sorts of fantasies in this department, and they also 
help you to manifest some of those fantasies in truly moving and supportive relationships. 
 
You have a potent erotic imagination. When you think about sex, you are able to supply all the fine lines and 
broad brushstrokes, all the intonations of voice, and all the physical sensations of passion. Your erotic dreams 
may take on epic proportions. 
 
You have a well-defined interest in mysticism, even if you don't recognize it at first. You are drawn toward exotic 
clothing and foods, unusual expressions of faith and love, and even to dark vampire-like expressions of passion 
and possession. Remember, the light, bright side of love is balanced by darker energies, and to experience the 
light, you must at least be aware of the darker side of your fantasies. 
 
High ideals, though, can lead you to the spiritual heights of sexuality. You are naturally receptive. Aniel and 
Tamiel support you in discovering a safe, secure partnership in which you can surrender to passion! 
 
One potential weakness is your susceptibility to influence from others. Infatuation can end in rather crushing 
disappointment when you find that your expectations are either impossible, or that your partner simply can't meet 
them. Aniel and Tamiel, in these moments, carry you through your sorrow toward another opportunity for great 
love. 
 

Mars is Opposite Neptune 
With Mars Opposition Neptune, you experience energetic cooperation between Samael and Tamiel. Samael is 
the Angel of Temptation. The gift in this Angelic energy is the power to market yourself and your ideas to others. 



Tamiel is the Angel of Dreams. Here you find the words and images, the touch and smell that entice others to 
buy or buy into your schemes. 
 
Spirituality provides a regulator for your feelings and passions. While you definitely want to be successful, the 
aim is to do so without causing harm to anyone else. Therefore your Angels help you to be persuasive only after 
finding out what the other person wants or needs. 
 
Sometimes you feel the urge to express yourself in a particular artistic medium. Although you may not sustain 
this interest long enough to develop expertise, your artistic efforts are deeply satisfying to you and they may 
grace your home or office, or the homes of family members. If you continue to produce works of art, you may 
gain a following. 
 
A weakness is the tendency to consider harming others. You may have destructive thoughts, but you never need 
to act on them. Your Angels help you to channel your energies toward compassion instead of harm. 
 
Another weakness is susceptibility to drugs and alcohol. Here again your meditations with the Angels help you 
to avoid unnecessary drug use, and to moderate use when drugs are prescribed. 
 
A great strength is your inspired ability to plan grand ventures and then to see them through to completion. Any 
feelings of inferiority dissipate when you are fully engaged in a project. You magnetically attract just the right 
people to help you get things under way and approach your goals with few side trips or distractions. 
 
The extent of your compassion is unlimited. As you deepen your awareness of Angelic presence, compassion 
flows from you to all living things, including the planet itself. 
 

Jupiter is Trine Neptune 
With Jupiter Trine Neptune, you experience a gentle philosophical confluence between Zadkiel and Tamiel. 
When the Angel of Mercy and the Angel of Primordial Energy meet, you understand the depth of happiness that 
you can experience. You have had glimpses of this happiness in the past, and perhaps even extended periods 
when you felt blissful. Now you have a tool to make the interaction between these Angels a part of your daily life. 
 
Through your meditation, you can cultivate a sincere love of humanity. Your Angels guide your thoughts toward 
compassion and integrate your feelings with the knowledge that you need to express compassion effectively in 
everyday life. 
 
Naturally idealistic, now you can focus on your idealism and make some of those goals become reality for you 
and for others. As you listen to your Angels, you find that ideas come to you easily and naturally. Even when you 
don't know the mechanics for a particular action, you sense the right activity and then either learn how to do it, 
or find people who know. 
 
You are impressionable. This can be seen as a weakness until you learn to manage the impressions you receive. 
Initially, when you have no filtering system, you receive impressions from everyone and everything. Part of 
developing the mind in childhood relates to developing structures and organization for feelings and sensations. 
Even as an adult, you continue to define and refine your mental structures. Eventually your realize that 
impressions from other people translate almost instantly into meaning for you. 
 
Another possible weakness is a general lack of muscle tone. It's important for you to find an exercise program 
that works for you. It can be as simple as a walk every day, or as complex as a serious weight or strength training 
program. The idea is to aim for some exercise each day, and some activity that builds and maintains muscle 
strength. 
 
Expand your interest in mysticism through study of one or more subject. Pursue connections between your 
religious beliefs and your mystical thoughts. Your Angels will fill in the blanks in what you read or study. 
Meditation allows your mind to sort through what you have taken in. Meditation also allows your Angels to speak 



directly to you and provide additional insights. 
 
Wisdom comes to you through the association of Zadkiel and Tamiel. Your dreams provide a ready source of 
inspiration because they put the energies of your Angels into pictorial, auditory, and sensory form. 
 

Uranus is Quincunx Neptune 
With Uranus Quincunx Neptune, adjustments in your life are mediated by the Angels Zadkiel and Tamiel. Zadkiel 
is the Angel of Death, and Tamiel of Dreams. Together they extend your understanding of the nature of life and 
its limits. They also reveal the many ways you can change your life through skillful action. 
 
You have a natural love of ritual. You find, when you think about it, that ritual pervades everything you do. You 
get along with other people very well because you observe the steps of ritual, entering into each conversation, 
activity, or association according to socially or culturally defined rules, and in so doing you put other people at 
ease without undo fuss or bother. 
 
You can develop subconscious talents through conscious expression. In concert with your Angels, you express 
little pieces of your subconscious awareness in conversation or action. As you do this, you affirm your less 
conscious abilities and honor them and your Angels. Then your mind is better able to provide ideas and feelings 
to aid your work. 
 
Inspired idealism may not be what you think you have been looking for, but you are certain to find it eventually. 
Your Angels send you dreams and ideas all the time, and you have only to pay attention to them. Your idealism 
provides a foundation for you to help others who experience major disasters or transformations in their lives. 
When you or others experience loss, your Angels are ready and willing to lift you up. 
 
A potential weakness is the lack of stamina. Physical exercise to build lung capacity and muscle strength is well 
worth the effort. The physical strength you gain provides a foundation for emotional and spiritual strength. 
 
For mental strength, meditation or yoga provide an organized practice. Kundalini yoga provides a medium for 
mental focus as well as physical exercise, building all the structures you need to support your developing psychic 
awareness. 
 
Another possible weakness of structure could lead to high blood pressure and its associated ailments. The above 
mentioned exercise, meditation, and yoga all serve to reduce blood pressure and strengthen the system so as 
to avoid dangers of stroke and heart ailments. 
 
Heightened psychic states including clairvoyance are the norm for this combination. 
 

Mercury is Semisextile Neptune 
With Mercury Semisextile Neptune, difficult moments of growth take on more creative meaning because of 
Michael and Tamiel. When the energies of the Angel of warrior spirit and the Angel of Primordial Energies meet, 
you can expect lots of action! On the one hand, you have the full power of the confessor, and on the other you 
have the power of punishment. Sounds grim! However, these two Angels are all about showing you the path of 
personal integrity. They don't just suggest it, they reveal the path of integrity in pictures, words, feelings, and 
spiritual inspiration. 
 
Naturally, you have a fabulous imagination. You perceive the past, present, and future as a seamless, integrated 
whole. You can write powerful drama, fiction, or poetry. Your capacity for artistic expression in music, painting, 
or sculpting can develop if that is where your interests lie. In focusing on Michael and Tamiel, you find you can 
imbue all your activities with sparkle and glamour that act like magnets for the imaginations of the people around 
you. 
 
You have skill in communication about feelings and needs reveals itself in your persona. You can counsel others 
through peer counseling, training in psychology or psychiatry, religious vocation, or spiritual channels. Your 



intuitive capacity grows as you focus on the Angelic energies available to you. 
 
You sometimes experience poor judgment when you don't think things through carefully. This is an area where 
meditation allows you direct access to the support of your Angels. Yoga is another good way to coordinate mind 
and body so that your thoughts are clear and powerful. 
 
As you work with Angelic presence, you find that any former tendency toward wrong thinking is replaced by 
thoughts of compassion. No longer ruminating on supposed wrongs from others, you find yourself experiencing 
the spiritual power within them. Then you choose Right Speech to encourage them to express that power more 
clearly. 
 

The Sun is Semisquare Neptune 
With Sun Semisquare Neptune, you experience inner tension, partly as a result of the interaction between 
Raphael and Tamiel. When the Angel of Healing and the Angel of Primordial Energy meet, you experience the 
profound nature of healing in your life. It is likely that you always have experienced a degree of physical 
protection, and now you cultivate that sense of calm and security in your meditations. 
 
Frail physical health may seem to overshadow your life, particularly in childhood. As you gain emotional and 
spiritual strength, you find that your physical health also improves, and at the very least your attitude about your 
physical health becomes more creative. 
 
Profound psychic sensitivity is a natural outcome of communion between Raphael and Tamiel. As you immerse 
yourself in their messages, you find that psychic awareness becomes keener, and you decipher the messages 
more easily. 
 
Active imagination is another blessing from this team of Angels. You find that your dreams take on clarity as you 
meditate on them. Even nightmares take on the cloak of creative possibility as you convert the once terrifying 
content into creative action. 
 
Enthusiasm becomes your watchword! You engage in all your activities with greater vigor and optimism, and 
your attitude is contagious. All your family and friends bask in the glow of your cheerful persona. 
 
Idealistic thoughts become the impulse for dynamic action. You find that you are able to anticipate the likely 
results of your actions, and you then gear your efforts accordingly. 
 
Expect your interest in mysticism to increase. Raphael and Tamiel open your heart to divine possibilities, and 
guide your personal efforts into the channels of integrity. 
 

Saturn is Quintile Neptune 
With Saturn Quintile Neptune, your creative talents blossom when you attend to the messages of Kafziel and 
Tamiel. Kafziel is the Angel of memory, solitude, and tears. Together these Angels put you on the path of 
personal integrity as surely as you follow one thought with another. 
 
Your slow growth of understanding could be seen as a weakness. However, your path is one of steady, almost 
certain forward progress. You analyze and consider each decision and each new idea. In this way every step is 
firm and solid, not tentative or half-hearted. 
 
Intelligent activity becomes part of your nature. Intelligent activity involves the skillful use and application of 
knowledge, so you must first gain knowledge before you can apply it effectively. Kafziel and Tamiel work in 
concert in your life by first supplying the means to learn, and then aiding your mind through dreams or 
visualizations of how to use the information you have gained. 
 
As you allow your Angels into your life, you gain the capacity to maintain hope in the face of seeming disaster. 
You discover that even in the most difficult circumstances, you have Angelic protection, and you can find a way 



to work your way out of the problem. 
 
These Angels help you learn how to manage pain. When you or someone else experience severe physical or 
emotional pain, your Angels provide the means for relieving its severity, as well as providing the path to resolving 
it altogether. 
 
Zadkiel and Tamiel provide dreams to help you through life's difficulties. You have tenacity of spirit, and your 
Angels support its use. Sometimes you will have a conscious idea, and you work step by step to make that 
dream a reality. Other times dreams provide very direct messages about your life. Either way, your mental 
strength is a special ally throughout your life. 
 

Chiron is Trine Neptune 
Because there are hosts of Angels directly involved with healing, assigning one Angel to Chiron is no simple 
task. In fact, the influence of Chiron in healing is similar to that of the Angelic hosts: this planet is a catalyst for 
healing energies within you, much as the Angelic hosts provide an atmosphere of healing within which you can 
work. However, the energy of Sariel resonates strongly with Chiron. 
 
With Chiron trine Neptune, you have the capacity to work brilliantly with children in a healing setting. The 
communion between Sariel and Tamiel support you in teaching or providing care specifically to young people. 
When an Angel of healing meets the Angel of primordial energy, the potential for positive change is ignited within 
you. Your capacity to cleanse your body and mind of all impediments to health is greatly strengthened by this 
powerful duo. 
 
Your capacity to heal reflects the partnership you can develop with your Angels. Two factors are important to 
note: 
 
There is duality in everything. Any illness, discomfort, or mental aberration reflects one side of a polarity. On the 
other side you can find health, sanity, and satisfaction. Love casts out fear, for example. Pain can instill 
compassion. Emotional healing occurs when you go through your suffering instead of denying it. Angelic 
greetings traditionally have included the words, 'Fear not,' because the removal of fear from your consciousness 
creates suitable conditions for healing. 
 
Physiology mirrors consciousness. As you learn the subtle connections between your belief, thoughts, and 
feelings and the physical body, you begin to see how positive, optimistic, creative thoughts produce healthy 
feelings, while negative, destructive, pessimistic thoughts create feelings of illness. You retain your free will, but 
your Angels create a condition in which you can more readily choose the enlightened path toward greater 
wellness. 
 
Meditation allows room for your imagination to emerge. Focus on your breath or on an object helps you gain a 
sense of space in which healing energies can blossom easily. Your Angels provide a bridge from your current 
state to one of greater intuitive understanding of wellness in your life. 
 

Neptune is Conjunct The North Node 
With Neptune conjunct the North Node, you experience the close companionship between Tamiel and the entire 
heavenly host. You are inclined to think that anything is possible when this aspect is active in your life, perhaps 
because so many Angelic energies contribute to your lively imagination. 
 
A possible weakness is a lack of flexibility in dealings with other people. This is possibly due to high expectations 
of others, or because you are not always clear about what other people want or how you fit into their plans. You 
may feel that others disappoint you, and therefore you withdraw in confusion. On the occasions that you 
experience difficulty in establishing good contacts with other people, call upon Tamiel and the heavenly hosts 
for comfort and support. They can stimulate imaginative ways of getting your ideas across to others. As a result 
you are likely to learn how to go with the flow and experience great joy in new friendships and group activities. 
 



Another positive aspect is that you can develop your psychic sensitivity so that you know what is coming in the 
next moment or the near future. This way you feel better prepared and can appear more adaptable, even if you 
still feel a bit foggy about the details. 
 
With a host of Angels behind you to bolster your courage, you find that engaging with others in social activities 
becomes easier. 
 

Neptune is Sextile The Ascendant 
With Neptune forming a sextile to your Ascendant, you naturally benefit from Tamiel and your other Angels. You 
are provided with opportunities throughout your life to build a working relationship with angelic presence and 
awareness. You are susceptible to influence from the environment and other people, and you benefit from 
meditation and affirmations that your Angels are always with you. As you practice contacting your Angels, you 
find that you can identify and choose the most promising opportunities quickly and easily, and thus benefit from 
them more fully. 
 
You have a natural capacity to channel or to use other psychic skills. If you open yourself to any and all energies, 
you may feel drained or even assaulted by negativity. Instead, you can enlist the help of your Angels to develop 
suitable 'shields,' so that positive influences come into your sphere easily, while destructive energies are rebuffed 
before they can affect your emotions or physical body. 
 
Your imagination can be used for storytelling, music, or creative arts of all kinds. Your talent flows from a deep 
well of spiritual energy, and your Angels aid you be keeping the flow steady and constant. Even when you cannot 
come up with a good idea, your Angels are at work building the next idea for you. 
 
Your devotion to other people is noteworthy. As you develop your own protection, you find that you can extend 
yourself to others by choice, and you discover your energy is virtually limitless. 



Glossary of Angel Names 
 

Orders of Angels 
 

Seraphim - Representatives of divine love. Chief among them are Seraphiel, Jahoel, Metatron, Michael, and 
formerly Satan. 
 
Cherubim - Agents of intercession. Chief among them are Ophaniel, Rikbiel, Charubiel, Raphael, Gabriel, 
Zophiel, and formerly Satan. 
 
Thrones - Depicted as wheels with many eyes, the Angels of this order mete out justice. Chief among them are 
Oriphiel, Zabkiel (Zaphkiel). 
 
Dominions - Aides in overthrowing enemies. Raguel is their chief. 
 
Virtues - Agents of miracles and providers of courage. They number among them Barbiel, Michael, Peliel, 
Raphael, Uzziel, and formerly Satan. 
 
Powers - Protect the world from evil. The chief Angel is Camael. 
 
Principalities - Protect world's religions. The chief Angel is Anael. 
 
ArchAngels - Messengers of divine decrees. There are thought to be either seven or nine archAngels, among 
them Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael. 
 
Angels-Guardians - They are infinite in number. Christian lore suggests that everyone has two (one to inspire 
good and one to encourage evil). The Talmud suggests we each have many more assigned to us. 
 

Angels of the Planets 
 

Sun - Raphael (formerly Labbiel) - Healing power; protects against greed  
Venus - Aniel (Anael, Haniel) - Guards sexuality; protects against lust  
Mercury - Michael - Accepts confessions; protects against falsehood  
Moon - Gabriel - Reveals truth; protects against envy  
Saturn - Kafziel (Cassiel) - Encourages intellect; protects against sloth  
Jupiter - Zadkiel - Incites mercy; protects against pride  
Mars - Sammael (Samael) - Stimulates spiritual aspirations; protects against anger  
Uranus - Zadkiel (Sammael) - Urges creative change; protects against upheaval  
Neptune - Rahab (Tamiel) - Stimulates compassion; protects against psychic attack  
Pluto - Metatron - Reveals connection to the divine; protects against faithlessness 
 

Angels of the Zodiac Signs 
 

Aries - Malahidael - Inspires courage  
Taurus - Asmodel - Instills patience  
Gemini - Ambriel - Protects against wicked thoughts  
Cancer - Muriel - Provides positive emotional boost  
Leo - Verchiel - Sense of personal power  



Virgo - Hamaliel - Incites virtue  
Libra - Uriel/Suriel - Alleviates destructive desires  
Scorpio - Barbiel - Converts anger to compassion  
Sagittarius - Adnachiel - Empowers with love  
Capricorn - Haniel - Reveals divinity; protects children  
Aquarius - Gabriel - Helps you to see and speak the truth  
Pisces - Barchiel - Relieves burdens of guilt and sorrow 
 

Angels of the Four Seasons 
 

Spring (Talvi) - Spugliguel  
Summer (Casmaran) - Tubiel  
Autumn (Ardarcel) - Torquaret  
Winter (Farlas) - Attarib 
 

Angels of the Directions 
 

North - Uriel  
East - Michael  
South  - Raphael  
West - Gabriel 
 

Angels of the Days of the Week 
 

Sunday - ArchAngel: Raphael; Angel: Michael  
Monday - ArchAngel: Gabriel; Angel: Gabriel  
Tuesday - ArchAngel: Khamael; Angel: Zamael  
Wednesday - ArchAngel: Michael; Angel: Raphael  
Thursday - ArchAngel: Tzaphiel; Angel: Sachiel  
Friday - ArchAngel: Haniel; Angel: Anael  
Saturday - ArchAngel: Tzapheil; Angel: Cassiel 
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Conclusion 
 

 
 

As you have read this interpretation of your birth chart, you have learned about a number of Angels that are 
important in your life. You have also been introduced to some meditations and affirmations that help you connect 
with angelic presence more easily. 
 
If you resonate with just one of the Angels mentioned, you will find your life fills with greater joy and peace. 
 
 
The illustrations in this report have been provided by Australian artist Kay Steventon. Kay Steventon is a 
Melbourne based artist/astrologer. After graduating in 1980 with a Diploma Fine Art, Kay gained the Federation 
of Australian Astrologers Professional Astrologer qualification, and 'Living The Tarot' Diploma. Since 1966 Kay 
has had many solo and mixed exhibitions in Melbourne and overseas, specialising in symbolic art in 1992. Her 
first Tarot deck and book, 'The Spiral Tarot', was published in 1998. Kay 's second Deck, 'Celestial Tarot', was 
published in 2003 with the Celestial book written by Brian Clark. A 52 card deck, 'Goddesses and Heroines' was 
published in 2005, again a joint effort by Kay and Brian Clark. 
 
 


